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AUTUMN’S

Everybody loves good surprises! This month,
we have plenty of them, starting with Autumn
Ginn. Halfway through her fifth year of teaching
elementary school music, she will be graduated
with her Master’s Degree just four days short of
her 27th birthday!
Surprises continue with three new publications
from our Ginnville…a super new DVD on this
page, an overdue book reprint of Children Laugh
Louder, and a nearly LOST 2-hr DVD shot on my
first lecture tour in June 1978! You won’t believe it
till you see it!
Lynne even says “Hello” amidst doing a dozen
printed programs for the Christmas activities
at church.

Hats, Rabbits, and Swords
Yes, here is the NEW unexpected, year-long-in-production, original David Ginn
DVD filmed at the Kidabra conference in August 2004.
What started out as a lecture became a complete library show performance,
followed by an explanation of how’s and why’s. Then came the show after the show,
with an illusion seldom seen at any magic convention and a hat production to top
them all. It was a one time only David Ginn night to remember, filled with Hats,
Rabbits, and Swords!
Assisted by Brenda and Marty Hahne of Dazzling Magic, David starts the
evening by discussing two magic principles, featuring the Red Big Hand and
Middle Diddle Silk. Next comes a 45-minute performance of David’s MAD Reading Show, which includes Bookworm Warm-up, Cheat Blendo, Cane-Can, Rocco
Delites, Steve Taylor’s Airhead Rudy, Quack-Quack the Mindreading Duck, Monster Hat Origami, Big Book Bag, the Book Cover Revealed, and the No Snake Box
running gag.
David’s Big Black Magic Hat routine, from the Crash Course on Kidshows book
but never seen on video, is the highlight of the performance, along with the new
Bunny Hat addition, which makes a cute girl audience volunteer into the hero.
After the show David spends 20 minutes explaining the tricks and his thinking.
Then comes the bonus—a live performance of Sherm’s NOMA, the Woman of
1000 Lives, which David calls simply “the
Sword Box,” and following that, the Out
of a Magic Hat Encore, a huge production
with a big surprise ending. Total running
time of this DVD-only product:
100 minutes!
Hats, Rabbits, and Swords — $35.00 (but
order before Jan. 15, 2006 at
just $25.00)
email: ginnorders@comcast.net
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Children Laugh Louder — reprinted!
By the summer of 1978 Professional Magic for Children was
already in it’s second printing, and I had completed an 18-city
USA lecture tour featuring material from shows and books,
many items directly from the forthcoming new book, Children
Laugh Louder.

Children
Laugh
Louder

Bonus
2-hour DVD
Included

Out of print for nearly 10 years, Children Laugh Louder is now
back with some of my best routines: the Color Changing Shoelaces, Silk Illusion, Popaway Wand, Comedy Bits with Audience
Helpers, Trap Door, Magic Words, Purple Puppy Chow, Dog
By That Name, Bowing Contest, Shooting Card Trick, Wilting
Flower, Ali Bongo Monster Hat, Freaky’s Terror, and the classic
Charlie’s Invisible Message.
This “new” printing is the same book inside with a new cover
outside. I’ve reprinted it for those who never got a copy! Some
magicians who did still love it; some even like it best! But
there’s more:

David
BONUS DVD included: Before anyone was aware of the imGinn
pact of video, a magician taped my “50 Ways to Make Children
Laugh” lecture in Schnectady, NY in June 1978, and gave me a
copy. SURPRISE! This 27-year old tape, featuring many Children
Laugh Louder routines, is now a two-hour DVD titled “Live Lecture June 1978” (see below) and appears
FREE inside the back cover pocket of Children Laugh Louder.
Children Laugh Louder + Bonus 2-hr DVD: $25.00

DAVID GINN Live Lecture 1978
During this two-hour lecture, only on DVD, the 1978 David Ginn (complete in vested suit and tie!)
shares the concept of comedy warm-ups that I still believe
in today, along with how entertaining children is more
important than fooling them. I demonstrate this with bits
such as Total Recall, Raising Hands Gag, Smile Contest
using the Talking Teeth, Smokey The Bear’s Hot Book, and
6th Finger Countdown from Comedy Warm-ups & Bringing
Home the Laughs.
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Already have the Children Laugh Louder book?
Well…here’s your chance to check out what the Children Laugh Louder routines really looked like 27 years
ago! ALL YOU DO is order this—

Then you’ll see performances with explanations of the Color
Changing Shoelaces*, a homemade Electric Deck, the ABC’s
Backwards (hey, Doc Eason uses it!), the Silks That Won’t Stay
Tied with Birthday Blendo, the Wilting Flower* (which I am
again using this year in schools), Free Breakfast Set, Painting
by Magic, Shooting Card Trick*, Popaway Wand*, Charlie’s
Invisible Message* (only place you’ll see it on tape!), plus a
final wrap-up to inspire YOU to entertain those children!
Items marked * come directly from Children Laugh Louder.
As a THANK YOU to all who bought the original CLL
book…I am offering this DVD to each of you at the
unbelievable price of just TEN DOLLARS plus the
usual postage. Just order: Live Lecture 1978!
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Hot Flip Flops!
You won’t believe this till you see it and use it! It’s colorful! It’s baffling! And it’s magically wonderful!
Open a Jacob’s ladder flip-flop toy as shown in the photo…on each
section is a colorful fan, six colors in all. Have someone pick one of
the colors (okay, you force the color using the simple six force as in
Hot Rod)…let’s say GREEN is the choice.
Have the person concentrate on GREEN…suddenly all the little fans
shake and turn GREEN! In my own presentation, I close the flipflop after the selection is made, then cause the green to jump to the
bottom and top, then open it to show green in the middle and finally
change ALL TO GREEN.
Easy to carry in your pocket, easy to repeat. Except each flip-flop does only one color. Wouldn’t it be nice if
you could do green at one table, then gold at the next, and even blue for a third group? Well, you can if you
want…because if you buy two, I’ll give you a third one FREE!
Hot Flip Flops are $5 each…or three for $10! (SOLD OUT AT TWO CONVENTIONS!)

Glitter Pom Pom Pole

Originally popularized by Doug Henning on a 1980s TV show,
this trick is currently being made by many manufacturers. Jim’s,
in my opinion, is THE BEST. Why? It works smoothly, and it’s
the right size. This 10-inch pole will fit inside your coat or back
pocket YET is large enough to perform close-up or stage. What
happens? You pull the various pom poms (red, yellow, blue,
green) back and forth, up and down, from one side to another, puzzling the audience. Then you separate
the two halves of the pole showing nothing inside. When you join the pole again, the pom poms resume
working. Several routines included with a precision made product!
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No exaggeration: I took my last 22 Glitter Pom Pom Poles to
Blackpool England, performed my toy shop routine, and SOLD
OUT immediately after the lecture in 2004. Hey, someone even
bought my own, and I had orders for more. So Jim Green in
Florida got back to work and made some more! And he’s still
making them, and they’re still selling!

GLITTER POM POM POLE: $35

Shake Silk (Color Changing Streamer)

He’s my friend MARTY HAHNE holding the new Magic-byGosh Color Changing Silk Streamer that we just call Shake Silk
simply because that is how you make it work! This is exactly
like the streamer that Supreme used to supply 30 years ago with
Instant Art.
Show all four feet of it (about 7" wide) solid black, then you either
swirl it around (as I do in Professional Magic for Children) or just
SHAKE it up and down…whereupon it turns inside out into a
FULL COLOR rainbow streamer!
But what makes this better is that the first six inches of the rainbow side are black, so there’s never any tell-tale color flashing
whether black or multicolored is showing. Even better still…it’s
not $25 or $35! It’s only…$15.00

HAVE YOU CHECKED OUT THE WEBSITE LATELY? www.ginnmagic.com
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Practical Magic Lecture — Only Time Offered!
Jeremy & Cheryl LePoidevin’s children’s magic lecture at Kidabra 2005 was a highlight of the convention. With
permission, I am offering to our customers the last of their Practical Magic lecture notes (less than 30 left in
stock) with a 75-minute AUDIO CD of the entire lecture. Here is what you’ll learn:
• Pot Luck. A bag containing ONE flower is given to a spectator. Four flower cards are eliminated out of five
and the last card depicts the same colour flower in the bag! • Walk About Puppet. A funny monkey finds a
chosen ribbon. Children LOVE this one. • Knitty Knitty Bang Bang! A Do-As-I-Do balloon penetration using what appears to be two tubes. Your helper succeeds while you fail. Magician in trouble!
• Golden Welding. A golden medallion vanishes & appears on a chain held by a spectator. • Telephone Gags,
3 of them. • Skip ‘n’ Snip. A cut and restored rope using a Jump Rope with handles. Sold out on the first day
immediately after the lecture! • Quick on the Draw! Two large, blank sheets are shown cleanly and numbered
1-4. A pictorial card (Winnie the Pooh) is chosen and its image appears on one of the blank pages.
• Fishy Business. A silk trick using a Stranger Danger theme. Very topical with the popularity of movie “Finding Nemo.” A Nemo clown fish is the hero. • Dot’s Next? A routine for the classic What’s Next Trick, which
involves every child in the audience. Very strong in live shows, even though we’ve all see versions of it.
• Invisible Balloons. Spectators blow up invisible balloons, but in the end one is VISUALLY and AUDIBLY
popped! An easy do it yourself effect with several audience helpers. • Dog Arm Puppet and Routine. A
multi-phased routine involving an arm puppet. You do not have to use a dog necessarily. Complete sell out
at Kidabra! I love using my dog! • Silk to Rose. A rose whose petals have all fallen off is restored to its original glory. Handmade by Jeremy and Cheryl in England. • Finally. The lecture notes contain two bonus (and
linked) effects, not shown in the lecture: Animal Karaoke and Birth of a Butterfly. Full instructions on how
to make them.
LAST 30 COPIES…will NOT be reprinted! Practical Magic Lecture Notes & Audio CD: only $10!

Cheat Blendo (so easy I think I’m cheating!)
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I’ve been performing this effect for 25 years (see it on It’s About Time
video), I’ve even shown it in lectures years ago with cowboy bandanas,
but I’ve never marketed it until now! One by one you show four 18" silks
red, yellow, green, blue, shaking them around as you pick them up from
your table or case…a magical happening takes place instantly and the four
blendo together as in the photo.
There is no visible switch, no change bag, it just happens right in front of
their eyes! Duane Laflin, who markets a similar effect, told me at Kidabra,
“I really like your version!” Why? Because it’s so clean, so easy, so visible!
See it on Hats, Rabbits & Swords!
I supply four 18" silks, the 36" four square blendo silk, and my complete
instructions…at a reasonable price — just $25.00

S-t-r-e-t-c-h-i-n-g a Rainbow
As a teen I did Milbourne Christopher’s Stretching a Rope in many
shows. Now I’ve done it with a silk streamer in over 400 live shows!
Show or produce (thumbtip) a 4-ft silk streamer. Wave it around freely,
then begin to pull it back and forth between your hands. Suddenly the
streamer becomes LONGER…6 feet, 8 feet, now 10 feet long, and the
stretching continues until the streamer is fully 20 feet long and can be
waved freely with the hands empty. This is beautiful visual silk magic!
I supply a 2" x 4-ft streamer, a 2" x 16-ft streamer, both gimmicked here
in Ginnville, plus detailed instructions as I do the effect. Just $15.00

Exclusive Silk Offer: Order both CHEAT BLENDO and STRETCHING A RAINBOW together for the
combination price of $29.00 plus shipping! These are Ginnville exclusives, not carried by other dealers.
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Years ago I used Supreme’s Donkey Game in lots of
birthday parties because children still LOVE to pin the
tail on the donkey. Long off the market, now Sammy
Smith has produced a NEW, and YES improved version
called Tail Spin! He’s even improved his first version of
it now by LAMINATING the donkey picture and including a heavy duty envelope to hold the donkey.
What happens? You show a picture of a donkey with no
tail, put it into a window envelope. Then you have a child
pretend to toss a rope tail, and pulling out the picture,
you find the tail stuck to the donkey’s NOSE! Try again and the tail vanishes! You turn around and the
children start screaming…the tail is handing out the back of YOUR PANTS! Hey, who’s the donkey now?
Do kids love this? Of course they do! Tail Spin complete with donkey, tails, instructions: just $25

Day Care Booking Manual
Over the past 20 years Sammy Smith has entertained thousands of children at day care centers and church pre-schools.
Lynne and I even visited one to see Sammy perform during a
Florida vacation. Sammy had those little kids in the palm of
his hand, laughing and loving his show.
In his Confidential Day Care Booking Manuel, Sammy
explains how he books all those shows, a system and philosophy which will keep you right on track and help you
avoid pitfalls. Inside the book you’ll also find a studio CD
by Sammy explaining even more. You’ll learn how to get
started, background & philosophy, type of show & themes,
advantages & disadvantages, the day care audience, repeat
bookings, pricing, contracts, keeping expenses low, referrals,
advertising, and a whole lot more.
If you ever wish to work for pre-schoolers and book day care centers, this is the book & CD for you!
So confidential it even comes padlocked!
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Tail Spin — new improved version!

Confidential Day Care Booking Manual w/CD: only $25.00

Big Red Hand and Big Orange Bunny
These two excellent Goshman sponge props continue to be
among my all-time best sellers! Each one turns inside-out to
create a two-inch sponge ball. When you push either through
your fist, reversing it, the ball becomes either a Big Red Hand
(You caught me red handed!) or a bright Orange Bunny
Rabbit…each about NINE inches TALL!
Personally, I like wetting mine with tap water before the show,
then squeezing the sponge dry several times in a towel. The
sponge stays damp (not dripping wet), which makes it 30%
larger and makes it reverse much easier. I carry mine in a plastic ziplock bag, but let them dry out between shows. See Crash
Course on Kidshows for the routine I use with both the hand
and the bunny.
Regular price of the Big Red Hand or Big Orange Bunny is $12.00 each…
but until Jan. 15 you may have either one for $10 each or both for just $19.00. Hurry!
(And yes, I do have a few RED Big Bunnies in stock.)
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No more Top Hat to Rabbit—just call it the Bunny Hat, and kidshow
entertainers love it, as do their audiences!
Show this black plush kidsize top hat. Have a child face the audience,
and as you step behind him or her to put it on the head, you turn it
quickly inside-out and put it on the child’s head as you see in the photo
with my friend Lindsey. Hold up your finger and caution the kids NOT
to tell her! Proceed with your trick. She doesn’t know what’s up there! At
the end, ask her if she’s had a rabbit on her mind…remove the hat and
show her for a big laugh.
Terry Herbert bought one. A week later he tried pulling a rabbit out of
a hat at a party, which always failed (running gag, magician in trouble).
Finally he put the hat flipped inside-out without looking on his own
head, and the children howled with laughter.
A wonderful kidshow prop! BUNNY HAT: only $35.00

Crash Course on Kidshows
THIS BOOK is the most important magic book I’ve written in
years, especially if you love and want to ENTERTAIN CHILDREN!
In three major sections I discuss why we do kidshows and my basic
show format; followed by 33 Things Children Enjoy; and finally
13 kidshow routines I have used in thousands of live shows and
which I showed on four foreign lecture tours, selling literally
hundreds of copies!
You’ll get my full routines with the Big Red Hand, Pom Pom Pole,
Future Fungus, Tape Measure Wrist Watch, Jumbo Card on Back,
the Big Black Magic Hat, Spike Arm Illusion, Gecko from Hawaii,
Turkey Sandwich/Jr Chicken, Hocus Pocus Hare, Glow Loops, Pluto
Planet, Jumbo McCombical Deck, and some inspiration too!
Take this hand in hand with Professional Magic for Children and
the new Live Kidbiz 2 Master Textbook and you’re right up to date on how I love doing magic for kids…
and how you can do the same!
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Bunny Hat — Sold out in the UK, Italy, Spain!

Crash Course on Kidshows reg $15…Christmas Special: $10.00…or with ANY $50 order, just $5.00

Big Black Hat
ANOTHER SELL-OUT ITEM in England and
Scotland! Plus it’s one I’ll be using for the rest of my
performing career! Show this big black plush hat
(madhatter style) EMPTY, put on a kid’s head and
it drops to his chin for a big laugh. He waves a color
changing wand over it (FREE with your hat) and suddenly pulls dozens of silks out of the hat, followed by
a beanie bunny (YES, included!), even a 6-ft Rabbit
Silk (no, not included!). My full 5-page routine is in
Crash Course on Kidshows, and if you play it my
way, not only will YOU love doing it, but the kids will
LOVE YOU!
Get the book! Get the hat! Get the free color changing wand and the free beanie bunny! Trust me — be a
believer! It works!
BIG BLACK HAT w/free wand & bunny…only $35.00
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SERIOUSLY, this is one of the best-selling, inexpensive tricks I’ve
ever performed myself and also offered to magicians. Kids love it
because they love “to catch you!” It packs small, plays big, comes
with the silk, and appears on my new Hats Rabbits DVD!
Show the board with three holes, one in the red end, one in the
yellow end, one in the striped middle. Push a red silk into the red
end. Pass the board behind your back and the silk jumps to the
yellow end. Repeat this until the kids realize you’re turning it over.
“What? Next thing I know you’ll want me to put the red scarf
into the middle!” So saying that, with a magical pass the red scarf
instantly appears in the MIDDLE of the board. Believe me, this is
VERY easy to perform and you’ll love doing it. A complete sell-out
at six conventions, UK, Italy, Spain lecture tours!
Middle Diddle Silk complete with FREE silk: only $10.00

Frank Herman’s GLOW LOOPS
Yes, Frank would be happy to hear that his trick was a
complete sell-out on my UK, Italy & Spain lecture tours,
and it’s still selling!
Just blow through the straw in the side of the plastic Coke or
orange bottle…the colorful string spins around…then a plastic
bracelet passes VISIBLY, magically through the moving string!
Do it several times (following my routine in Crash Course) and
at last do both bottles and bracelets at the same time. Watch the
faces of the children and adults when this happens—it knocks
them over!
Now I’ve even added using a Popopen Wand with the trick as
well as the bracelets! It’s amazing! And it’s cheap!
GLOW LOOPS (two bottles, straws, bracelets, popwand, instr) $5.00
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Middle Diddle Silk

Complete SNAKE CAN with video
ALL over England & Scotland a year ago, I showed
the Snake Can routine I created and published over
35 years ago! It still works to create fun and laughs
for children who weren’t even born then! With two
children on stage helping, I offer them jelly beans
from an empty can…then have fun with a big toothbrush, a giant comb, and jumbo sunglasses…an
18" Color Explosion Silk vanishes from the boy’s
hand…then four cloth-covered spring snakes appear
from the jelly bean can the girl has been holding all
along…complete with the missing silk tied to one!

Merry Christmas! Happy Holidays! Here’s your bargain: I’ll ship you two colorful Jelly Bean Cans, four
cloth-covered spring snakes, two Color Explosion 18" Silks, a giant comb, toothbrush, sunglasses (as pictured), my original Snake Can booklet, AND my Magic in Black & White library show video showing the
entire routine performed LIVE…a retail value of $65.00…all this for…
ONLY $45.00
(Video ONLY in USA/NTSC, no PAL videos! Package without the video at $35.00.)
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• • • Kidshow Kaleidoscope • • •
STEVE TAYLOR, inventor of Airhead Rudy, mastermind behind the 147 Kidshow Conferences
we did from 1995-2002, and more recently MUM’s family entertainment columnist has created
another winner:
Kidshow Kaleidoscope — the newest KIDSHOW audio magazine for the family entertainer!
Imagine attending a magic convention for children’s entertainers IN YOUR CAR! You’ll be able to
listen to the latest in kidshow news, performing techniques, routines, discussions, and new effects
while you drive!
Kidshow Kaleidoscope promises a lively and entertaining format featuring most of today’s top
“movers and shakers” in kidshow magic: Sammy Smith, Mark Daniels, Duane Laflin, Barry Mitchell,
BJ Hickman, David Ginn, Tim Sonefelt, Marty Hahne, Steve Taylor himself and many others.
Steve will mail six issues of Kidshow Kaleidoscope on audio CD yearly beginning in January 2006.
Charter subscriptions are now available at the website www.KidshowKaleidoscope.com or by
calling Steve toll-free at 1-888-473-7869. When you subscribe, mention you heard about Kidshow
Kaleidoscope from me David Ginn, and Steve will give you a special price of only $39 per year
($21 bucks off the retail value of $60) AND, if you pay before December 31st, Steve promises to
include a FREE kidshow DVD with your first mailing! But you must ask for your free DVD when
you subscribe! Credit cards accepted.

Vanishing Coke Bottle with Free Silk

Show a liter Coke bottle, cover it with a paper tube,
suddenly crash the tube down over it and show it empty — COKE GONE!
See me perform it on the Live Kidbiz DVD or in the original Kidbiz book.
It still plays, and audiences love it. You can even change a Coke bottle to a
can of Coke or even Pepsi!
In 1980, when this bottle came on the market, the price was $35. Over the
years it went over $50. For the last bottles, my price will be $35.00 until
the end. No more will be made! Guaranteed! Good trick, good price, plus I’ll toss in a FREE 18" Silk!
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After 25 years of performing this wonderful trick in thousands of live
shows, plus selling it in lectures, the Vanishing Coke Bottle story is coming to an end. The manufacturer has NO MORE because he sold them all
to ME. Yes, they are here in Ginnville!

Vanishing Coke Bottle & Silk: only $35.00

Hey — have you checked out the HUGE SALE LIST on our website?
Ends Dec. 31! • www.ginnmagic.com

PAYMENT: We gladly accept checks on USA banks, cash, money orders in USD, Visa, MasterCard, Discover, and Amex. IMPORTANT: Make all payments to David Ginn — NOT to “David Ginn Magic.”
SHIPPING: For USA orders we charge $6 minimum for orders up to $49; for $50-99 add $7; over $100
please add $8 per hundred. Outside USA we have a $10 minimum ship charge, then $8 per hundred after
that. Airmail outside USA—ADD AT LEAST 30% to the order. Best way: just order by credit card and
we’ll figure out shipping without overcharging. We also purposely “low value” all international packages to
save you money.

David Ginn • FUN KIDSHOW & FAMILY MAGIC STUFF
370 Bay Grove Road • Loganville GA 30052 USA
770-466-8422 • FAX 770-554-8209 • www.ginnmagic.com
orders — ginnorders@comcast.net
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Big $9.00 SALE!

EVERY ITEM on next two pages is reduced to $9.00 each until January 15, 2006. Order now…and don’t forget the
shipping (see previous page)!

Chicken-Turkey Sandwich
Finally, I found some cheap LARGE rubber chickens that will fit inside my foam mirror sandwiches. So cheap I can
reduce the price on the combo. Tell the kids you have a sandwich but don’t know if it’s chicken or turkey. Pull the
bread open and out pops the rubber chicken, legs one way, head the other! What’s so funny about that? Oh, you
wanted turkey? Well, here’s your TURKEY. Show kids the MIRROR inside the sandwich so they see their own faces!
My complete routine is in Crash Course on Kidshows. Now I can offer you the BIG RUBBER CHICKEN and the
TURKEY SANDWICH together for a low $9.00 only!

Best Breakaway Fan…only 6 left in stock
When I was a budding teenage magician I had a great $2 Breakaway Fan. It was made of bamboo ribbing with cloth
between the ribs. Unfortunately they stopped making those years ago. They went to making them using thick aluminum ribs that LOOK THICK. Somewhere mine eventually died, and I stopped using this great gag.
NOW…some highly intelligent magic manufacturer has remade that kind I loved so much…looking exactly like the
GOOD KIND I had…but the ribs are made in heavy duty plastic and they are good! So good that you can even flex
the fan back and forth when closed without breaking it!
SHOW the fan together when open, fan yourself a bit, then ask a kid to do it too. When he or she opens the fan, all
the sections come apart for lots of laughs. You the performer cannot understand it. So you repeat it several times
and finally let the KID get it right and YOU CANNOT! End up with the joke on you and make the child look the
hero. Everybody wins! $9

Flower Wallet

Flower Wallet is essentially a black cardboard version of the Himber Wallet, but with 5 secret compartments. Each
compartment can hold a pair of spring flowers, or money, photos, business cards, whatever fits. You get TEN mylar
spring flowers in five colors with the wallet. See my routine on the Kidshow How-2 video, plus I describe it in the
new Live Kidbiz 2 Master Textbook. An excellent value for the low price…only $9.00 each!

13-Ft Silk Streamers…only 9 left, no more!
I don’t know how I did it, but we’ve ended up way overstocked on these beautiful 6-in x 13-ft silk streamers. I use
mine as the climax to my Delite Thumbtip routine many of you have seen me perform. Yes, I can accordion-fold &
wrap this 13-ft streamer into a tight ball that will hide in my fist, yet pop open when I give it a snap. But there are
other ways to use these streamers:
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Over 200 sold on my UK, Spain, Italy & Ireland lecture tours! Show this flat cardboard wallet empty on both sides,
inside and out, then close it. A moment later you open it to reveal a pair of colorful spring flowers. You repeat this
four more times until you have TEN FLOWERS in all, filling a small basket. And it’s so easy!

• Out of Change Bags • Phantom Tube or Ghost Tube • Niffen Bottle • from inside the Vanishing Coke Bottle
• Any Production Box • SEW two or more together to get 26-ft, 39-ft, even 52 feet! Regular Price: $18-20 each.
SALE PRICE just $9.00 each!

Fishing Pole Wand

Hand this wooden wand to a child; it falls apart into four sections attached to each other like a FISHING POLE.
Lots of sight gags included ..just as funny as the breakaway wand and easy to work. I’ve used mine in 1000 shows
with audience assistants! You will too! $9.00

Giant Zipper Banana

In a nutshell, here is the best ZIPPER BANANA ever made! Magician, clown or MC decides to take a break, pulls a
banana from his pocket, UNZIPS it, peels back the yellow skin, takes a bite, then zips the banana back up and pockets it. Repeat this as a running gag.
Now you can have this OVERSIZE model, which automatically makes kids laugh. But there’s more: this zipper
banana contains an imitation banana inside, which has a FACE on it! You can use the fake banana just to keep the
shape of the zipper jacket OR make it talk if you’re a vent! Or let the banana whisper in your ear and tell the kids
what it says: “You’re name is Chiquita? You’ve got a PEEL? You know Senator Dole?” Stuff like that. Or use a real
banana inside with the usual routine. Instructions have more gags. Zipper Banana: $9.00
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Famous Stamp Album Trick
The Stamp Album has been off the market for years! Now it’s back in a super NEW VERSION with several surprises.
Start by showing an 8.5 x 11 inch notebook full of blank pages. Suddenly the cover of the book changes to a beautiful full color Stamp Album, which Ben holds in the photo. Flip through the Stamp Album to show printed places for
putting in the stamps you collect.
Show a plastic packet of colorful REAL postage stamps and pour these into the Stamp Album. On the final flip
through the album, you show that stamps have magically appeared pasted in full color into place on EVERY PAGE!
Easy to perform, complete with 3-way album, over 100 stamps, special notebook cover. Reg price $15.
AL fall special: $9.00

Chain of Sin
BARRY MITCHELL of creativity fame is at it again with an excellent gospel magic effect. Two loops of colorful plastic chain are hooked together and then over your arm, one hanging down. The bottom one represents MAN and his
sin outside the hand of God. The top red chain represents Jesus within the will of God. A little pull and the chains
switch places representing how Jesus took our place on the cross.
This is a nicely made trick with solid scripture references, and it’s easy to perform. Excellent for church shows or
Sunday school classes because children remember the message with the magic. Chain of Sin: reg $15…only 8 left
in stock, no more! JUST $9.00

Tape Measure Wrist Watch
Thousands sold at my lectures…my new watch…pull out 3 ft tape and say it’s 27 inches after the hour…it keeps
good time as a RULE…I sleep with it on to measure how long I’ve slept…then push button (I’m PRESSED FOR
TIME) and tape zips back inside! Only $9.00!

David Ginn Videos

BAG OF MAGIC was my first small group performance video, clap hands warm up, man in moon, purple orange
eater, knit sox, super bunny, shrink glove, picture frame fishing, my Comedy Linking Rings (used over 2000 shows),
Picnic surprise & Big shoe. Also a TV show appearance with several tricks. One hour total. $9.00 only!
ANOTHER BAG OF MAGIC is a 2 in 1 video: a 30 min live pre-school show with Trixie Trapeze Artist, Wilting
Flower, Sponge Bunny, my Lemon-Worm Cans, Coin Pail & Magic Rabbit Caboose. After that you’ll see me on
Michigan public TV doing Thumb Loops, Shooting Card, and the Funny Flower with the hostess. Just $9.00
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…converting to DVD…$25-35 values…all $9 EACH!
MAGIC THEY LOVE TO SEE is a full hour of me and eight beautiful assistants teaching 30 tricks, routines and
gags, my appearing Coke bottle, Disbanded, Card on Back, sponge ball productions, aluminum foil torn/restored,
flower production, Tie Race, Can & Canister, Balloon to Rabbit, $ Mine. Just $9.00

IT’S ALL THE SAME TRICK is my lecture video shot at Kidabra, teaching five different ways to present the same
trick, but they all look different…all use the same basic formula, but you learn how to ADAPT a principle to different shows. Fun, educational! $9.00 only!
IT’S ABOUT TIME is my complete school show about watches, clocks and calendars…see the great jacket escape/
race against time…a homemade straight jacket out of denim…plus a fast vanishing rabbit…a watch in a next of
boxes…one hour video, plus a 56 page BOOK explaining how to do it all plus more! Over 1000 sold at $45 price!
FIVE left at $9.00 each!

LIVE KIDBIZ 5: probably my favorite video in the series…clips from live shows 1979 to 1991…(see the LK2 Textbook for full explanations)…balloon bunny, neck twister, dollar bill production from bare hands, ring toss, which
movie (from Partly Unpublished book), card spider a la Gene Gordon, watch bag, banana bunny from Australian
TV show, disectio, jumbo 3 card monte, and finally the best Sword Thru Neck you’ll ever see…LIVE! Sale: $9.00

KIDSHOW HOW-2 is a teaching video showing you HOW TO do 15 different children’s show routines, all from
David Ginn live shows…studio shot with live audience…credit card in coke bottle, rabbit production from circus
wagon, many other fun things all shown and explained…very adaptable…you’ll learn plenty! One hour.
REG $25… SALE $9.00!

NOTE: Once each video is converted to DVD, videos will no longer be in stock…take these bargains at
the GOOD PRICES NOW…or pay more later!
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Mail or FAX Order Form. FAX or mail only form below.
DEAR GINN FAMILY: Please send me the following items listed below.
My check, cash, or money order on US bank is enclosed. Or charge to my credit card below:
[ ] Visa [ ] MC [ ] Dis [ ] Amx #

exp.

Name
Address

Item & Price

Item & Price

24-HR FAX (770) 554-8209
Email: ginnorders@comcast.net

Shipping

Total

David Ginn comedy magic books, props, videos
370 Bay Grove Road • Loganville GA 30052 USA
(770) 466-8421 • FAX (770) 554-8209
ginnorders@comcast.net
www.ginnmagic.com

